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Mary 
 
‘By the way’, I remember that yesterday in the meditation – I guess I was in Samadhi, 

because I was in a deep state – a name was whispered into me, softly, lovingly, by a woman: 
“Maria…” (Mary). 

This event, the whisper “Maria”, was remarkable, for various reasons. In spite of the 
softness of the whisper, the voice and the word were very present. They were incomparably 
much more penetrating than if a similar word of deep importance was spoken by a human 
being. The content and the form were One. 

It came straight from another world, from the real, deeper world beyond the 
superficial one in which we usually ‘live’. 

It was remarkable also because, as I have said earlier, I didn’t care at all for 
christianity. And I Knew, even more clearly so after the retreat, that the “Maria” Whispered 
into me was from the biblical tales. True, Jesus ‘belonged’ to the same tradition and I had not 
resisted Him, could not resist Him. On the contrary, He Became ‘Me’, to continue and 
develop further in this loving, pain embracing Body. But to ‘Mary’ – well, to the Mother 
Mary that is – I had never felt any attraction. I didn’t care at all for her. All I felt was some 
repulsion, but that was because on the paintings she was mostly depicted in a way that was 
really awful for me – and still, if I imagine the christian pictures with Mary on them I get sick 
all over, in a way and to an extent that is hardly comparable to anything else. It’s like the 
painters put all the christian deadness and Lie in the body of Mary. Of course it’s not the 
painters’ fault if they try to paint (part of) reality, which contains indeed, like it or not, the 
separation between Love and Body. 

What to do, Mary became a bit jealous of ‘my’ love declaration for Gurumayi 
Chidvilasananda and wanted to remind me of Herself, remind me that I should be faithful to 
Her and marry Her and not ‘the other bitch’. 

Joking apart, there was a relation with Jesus, in the sense that in order to Deepen 
Jesus’ Work on earth He Needed to Be with (a) Woman. The Mary who Came to me was not 
the Mother but the (Potential) Wife – the Whore Mary (Magdalene)1 in Whom the Holy 
Mother had Descended, in Whom the Whore and the Holy Mother had Become One. That is, 
I Felt it was ‘My’ Task to Make Them One. On earth people couldn’t do anything with ‘the 
Holy Mother’, or, in general, with the Light if It was not Embodied in the Dark. The christian 
Resistance to the Body was a huge thing to Transcend, an utterly Painful thing that Needed to 
be Felt. My disgust of the body of the Mother Mary was wholly related to the attempt to give 
a body to what is not Truly Embodied (yet). It is as if, in that context, the body is rotting, 
putrefying. 

                                                
1 I don’t enter into the discussion between official and alternative christians here whether Mary 

Magdalene was a whore – according to the bible – or Jesus’ wife. Concerning describing reality it 
doesn’t seem a good idea to trust the bible blindly. Yet, what I describe here in this piece is related 
to the fundamental Duality of Woman’s Existence, with the Whore at one extreme and the loving 
holy Mother at the other extreme. 
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The body of the Whore seems not dead but alive, energetically present. Only, without 
Love and without Consciousness, when the Heart doesn’t Enliven it, it is not really Alive but 
cold. And this is so with everything: Only If the Two Meet, the Life is There. If Light and 
Dark Meet, the Love of Mother Mary and the Body of the Whore, then suddenly life is Life, 
Whole. As long as one side is judged – which is always the Dark side – this is not possible. 
Mother Mary’s Love can’t Manifest as Body. Her Holy Son won’t have a Wife if He doesn’t 
become Endarkened, besides Being Enlightened. Being Wholly Holy Means Necessarily 
Two, not merely One. One can never be One, as Itself. Not as long as the Two are not 
Respected, Acknowledged, Seen, Surrendered into. 

‘I’ would Be, Embody, the One as the Two. I would not leave Mary alone, either of 
them. My Body would Be(come) the Truth and She would Recognize It to Be So. My Body 
was not mine. It was a Body of God, as the christians would say. Or, a Body of Truth, in my 
words. My own mother was, as I saw, as holy as the Holy Mary. But she did make love, to my 
father. Or, as I could also say – despite her unconsciousness in this respect, despite her huge 
resistance to the reality of the dark – she didn’t ‘lie’ about the fact that without the Dark, 
without Sexuality, there was no Form, no Woman, no Earth, no ‘place’ where the Formless 
Love could Manifest as Itself. 

In principle, Jesus could have Responded to the Attraction of Mary Magdalene, the 
Whore, to Him, and He did. Only, in the whole context of that time, with a huge opposition to 
Let the Light and Dark Unite, it was not possible to go, Deeper, into a relationship. It’s even 
due to the huge opposition to Light and Dark Meeting Each Other and Melting, the Master 
and the Whore, that Jesus Had to die, Had to be killed. This same opposition would not in the 
last place have come from christianity itself for that matter, if it would have existed already. 
Preaching the Holy Light was relatively not so dangerous, but if the Dark Force on Earth is 
Touched, then it becomes really perilous. Although my manifestation was rather different, in 
a way I continued where Jesus died. I Went into Relationship with Woman – an active 
Relationship – that means, like it or not, with the Dark. I would not be a teacher, prophet or 
master in the first place. In the first Place I would Be the Man, Woman’s Man – even if, 
indeed, She would not be able to shape ‘me’ according to Her wishes. I, as (Divine, or Whole) 
Man, Knew What Man Is and, therefore, What She Really Longed for, better than Herself. I 
would Respond to Her Deepest Call. And this Body Did and still Does. It Became Her. It Felt 
and still Feels all She Feels Unconsciously. Her Pain Was and Is still Mine. 

Yes, Mary, I Am Here. It’s Me. It was no matter that I was sitting in a buddhist retreat, 
that’s just the form that was needed, since, like it or not, buddhism carries a deeper 
Intelligence, a deeper Insight into Reality than christianity. Buddha and Jesus Needed to 
Become One, One Body, One Consciousness. Extremely sensitive as this Body was and 
Surrendered into Pain, ‘I’ was suffering for people’s ‘sins’ as Jesus, but the Body needed the 
Power of Consciousness that Buddha had in order to stand (much) deeper layers of Pain that 
Jesus could not reach in His short life and in His separation from Woman’s Dark (even 
though He did not judge that Darkness). 

Was it coincidental that Jotika sat in front of me during the meditation sessions? She 
was perhaps 75 and she had been a nun for almost all her life. Then, at 60 or so, she quit 
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christianity and became a buddhist. Via Jotika it was easier for Mary to make herself known 
to ‘me’. 

No, Mary, I would not forget you. I was about to Come. The Explosion of Duality was 
about to Happen. The Pain of Jesus and the Bliss of Buddha would Unite. But it was good to 
Hear You, to Feel You, Feel Your Love for Jesus the Son, to Feel how Soft and Receptive 
Your Love for the Man makes You. It was good to Feel You were Behind me, at My Side, to 
Feel You didn’t want nor Need to stay as a separate Holy Mother any more, but would Follow 
Me Down, Follow no longer the Son, but the Man He was about to Be(come). Yes, I Heard 
You and I Always Did. And that’s why, for Your Further Development, I was not supposed to 
Find You in the church. You were in My Heart anyway. Only, I could not Recognize You in 
the way the church depicted You. Reality, however, the Deeper Reality, is not bothered by 
forms like church and religion and Shows and Finds Its Own Way. You Found Me. You are 
Ready to Be United with the Whore. You will Follow Me. I Am the Father and the Son. 

Mary’s Appearance was more than a symbol. It could not be compared to religious 
symbols as used in the church. Egoic use of symbols is questionable anyway, to say the least. 
No, Her Coming to ‘me’ was not a dead form that I saw or attuned to, it was Wholly Alive, 
Vibrating with Life. A symbol that comes to you while you’re in a deep meditative state is not 
a symbol merely standing for something or even Something. No, it is Part of Life Itself, of Its 
Intelligence, Showing itself at the Right Moment in an Authentic Process. 


